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Using detailed spectroscopic measurements, highly resolved in both time and space, a self-generated
plasma rotation is demonstrated using a cylindrical implosion with a preembedded axial magnetic field
(Bz0 ). The rotation direction is found to depend on the direction of Bz0 and its velocity is found comparable
to the peak implosion velocity, considerably affecting the force and energy balance throughout the
implosion. Moreover, the evolution of the rotation is consistent with magnetic flux surface isorotation, a
novel observation in a Z pinch, which is a prototypical time dependent system.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.128.015001

Z-pinch implosions with preembedded axial magnetic
fields (Bz0 ) have been intensely studied during the last
decade [1–18] due to their importance both for inertial
confinement fusion [1,2,8,9] and for the study of fundamental plasma physics [19,20]. To induce rotation in Z
pinches, precursor plasma jets have been rotated by twisting a wire array [21] or using a radial cusp field [22]. Here,
we show for the first time that rotation can be naturally
induced by embedding an axial magnetic field. Embedding
an axial field means that during the implosion not only is
the plasma compressed but also the axial magnetic field.
Naturally, the implosion dynamics is then affected by the
thermal and compressed Bz counterpressure. However, as
we now observe, the plasma also rotates spontaneously,
with the rotation velocity comparable to the implosion
velocity. We show that such a rotation affects significantly
the implosion dynamics through the centrifugal force and
instability mitigation. This result can be highly important
for magnetized-plasma compression in general and in
particular for the Magnetized Liner Inertial Fusion
approach to inertial confinement fusion [1–4,8,9].
Remarkably, the evolution of rotation velocity is found to
be consistent with isorotation. According to a classic result
of axisymmetric magnetohydrodynamics, in steady state,
the plasma along each magnetic flux surface should rotate
at the same angular frequency. This so-called “isorotation”
is important in many steady-state laboratory devices such
as Hall thrusters [23–27], centrifugal mirror fusion [28,29],
plasma mass filters [30,31], and in some models of
accretion disk collapse [32–35]. Here, we demonstrate,
that in a Z-pinch implosion with an embedded axial field, a
distinctly non-steady-state system, the rotation profiles
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observed are consistent with a tendency toward isorotation,
with the arrival toward isorotation occurring on the same
timescale as the implosion.
The phenomena discovered here are investigated by
unique spectroscopic measurements of azimuthal and axial
B field, the ion radial and azimuthal velocities, and the
plasma parameters, employed simultaneously thus enabling
the examination of both the B-field distribution and rotation
profile throughout the implosion. This information allows
for a quantitative study of the rotation parameters and the
energy balance, informing on the mechanism of the
rotation. The consistency with isorotation suggests a
valuable laboratory platform to explore plasma rotation
in a variety of systems, including space [36] and plasma
devices, e.g., [37–40].
Figure 1(a) shows a schematic of the experimental and
diagnostic setups. A cylindrical oxygen-puff shell with
initial outer and inner radii of 19 and 7 mm, respectively,
and mass ∼10 μg=cm, as determined by interferometry,
prefills the A-K gap with a preembedded, quasistatic axial
magnetic flux (Bz0 ¼ 0.26 T). Bz0 is generated by a pair of
Helmholtz coils, rising in ∼95 ms, to allow for the
diffusion of Bz0 into the vacuum chamber and the A-K
gap. Subsequently, a pulsed current (rising to 300 kA in
1.6 μs) is driven through the gas, ionizes it, and generates
an azimuthal magnetic field that compresses the plasma
radially inward together with the embedded Bz field. The
time of the peak plasma compression (denoted in this paper
as t ¼ 0), determined by the peak of a ultraviolet-to-visible
photodiode signal that coincides with the minimum plasma
radius seen in 2D images, occurs, for Bz0 ¼ 0.26 T,
∼700 ns after the current initiation. An absolutely calibrated B-dot probe measures the total current.
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic description of the experimental setup and
spectroscopic systems showing the geometry of the electrodes in
mm in the vicinity of the A-K gap. The Helmholtz coils for the
Bz0 generation (not shown) are outside the vacuum chamber.
Spectroscopic system 1: the spectral resolution is 0.7 Å and
spatial resolution is < 0.2 mm. Spectroscopic system 2: the
spectral resolution is 0.3 Å and spatial resolution is ≈ 0.7 mm.
(b) The 5-ns gated 2D plasma images for Bz0 ¼ 0. (c) The 2D
plasma images for Bz0 ¼ 0.26 T. (d) Plasma radius, hollow
circles and black squares, and current evolution, dashed and
solid line, for Bz0 ¼ 0 and for Bz0 ¼ 0.26 T, respectively.

The diagnostic setup allows for recording spatially and
temporally resolved data, simultaneously obtaining the
parameters of the plasma, B fields, and ion motion. It
consists of two imaging ultraviolet-to-visible spectroscopic
systems and a 2D imaging system. Details of the diagnostic
system shown in Fig. 1(a) are given in [15,20,41,42]. The
lines of sight of both systems are perpendicular to the pinch
axis. The radial distribution of the ion velocities, B field,
and plasma parameters are obtained by taking advantage
of the radial separation of the ion charge states during
the implosion, that allowed for local measurements in r
[20,41,43,44]. Transitions of four charge states (O III λ ¼
3791 Å, O IV λ ¼ 2806 Å, O V λ ¼ 2781 Å, and
O VI λ ¼ 3811 Å) were recorded simultaneously for the
determination of the vθ radial distribution.
Figures 1(b) and (c) show 2D images of the plasma
self-emission for Bz0 ¼ 0 [Fig. 1(b)] and for Bz0 ¼
0.26 T [Fig. 1(c)]. The mitigation of instabilities seen for
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Bz0 ¼ 0.26 T is consistent with [7]. These images are used
for the determination of the outer plasma radius evolution.
The outer plasma radius is defined as the radial position
of half-peak intensity after inverse Abel transform of the
image. The evolution of the outer plasma radius at z ¼
5 mm and the current traces are shown in Fig. 1(d) for
Bz0 ¼ 0 and for Bz0 ¼ 0.26 T. The current drop at
stagnation is due to the rise of the plasma impedance.
The current traces with Bz0 ¼ −0.26= þ 0.26 T are
indistinguishable.
Figure 2 illustrates the influence of Bz on the plasma
rotation. The 2D images in Figs. 2(a)–(c) (left column)
show the plasma shape at stagnation for Bz0 ¼ 0, þ0.26 T,
and −0.26 T, respectively. The white rectangle in each
image shows the region where the radially resolved spectra
of the O VI 3811.35 Å line, presented in the middle
column, are taken from. The white dashed horizontal lines
mark the radial extent of the space at the opposite azimuths
from which the lineouts are taken, i.e., at y ¼ rO VI , where
rO VI is the outermost radius of the O VI emission, defined
as the r position of half-peak emission as it drops toward
the larger radius. The respective line shapes and their best
fits are presented in the right column. We determine the
rotation velocities from the Doppler-shifted line emission in
the opposite azimuths (at þr and −r). The rotation velocity
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FIG. 2. The left column shows 2D images of the plasma selfemission (in visible). The middle column shows the spectral
images of the chordally integrated O VI 3811.35 Å transition
(marked by the vertical dashed line) recorded at z ¼ 7 mm (the
position that is marked by the white rectangle on the 2D images).
The right column shows the line shapes of the O VI transition
together with the best fits. They are obtained from the lineouts
of the spectral images taken at the y positions marked by the
dashed white rectangles. The Doppler shifts due to rotation
are symmetric around the unshifted wavelength. (a) For
Bz0 ¼ 0, t ¼ −2 ns; (b) for Bz0 ¼ þ0.26 T, t ¼ 2 ns; (c) for
Bz0 ¼ −0.26 T, t ¼ −1 ns.
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is given by vθ ¼ 12 cðΔλ=λ0 Þ, where c is the speed of light,
λ0 is the transition wavelength, and Δλ is the difference
between the Doppler-shifted line centers for þr and −r
[Figs. 2(a)–(c)]. Additional details of the rotation-velocity
measurement are given in the Supplemental Material [45].
In Fig. 2(a), for Bz0 ¼ 0, no Doppler shift between the line
shapes at opposite azimuths is detected, yielding vθ ¼ 0.
For Bz0 ¼ þ0.26 T [Bz directed from anode to cathode,
Fig. 2(b)] and for Bz0 ¼ −0.26 T [Bz directed from cathode
to anode, Fig. 2(c)] vθ measured are −3.3  0.5 × 104 m=s
and þ3  0.5 × 104 m=s, respectively. In both cases, the
direction of the angular velocity ⃗ω (ω ¼ vθ =r) is opposite
to the direction of the Bz0 . Thus, Fig. 2 demonstrates that
the plasma rotates only in implosions with jBz0 j > 0 and
that the direction of Bz0 affects the direction of the plasma
rotation.
The particle radial velocity vr is determined using the
line shapes obtained from the y ¼ 0 chords, giving the
opposite Doppler shifts at the opposite sides of the chord
[45]. Additionally, the electron density ne is determined
from the Stark broadening of the fitted spectral lines [46],
accounting for the small contributions of the Doppler and
instrumental broadenings. The electron temperature T e is
obtained using the intensity ratios of O V and O IV
transitions with the aid of a collisional-radiative model
[47]. The evolution of the plasma parameters will be
discussed in a separate study.
We emphasize that very similar results were obtained in
simultaneous measurements from orthogonal directions,
showing that our conclusions are unaffected by deviations
from axisymmetry.
The plasma velocity measurements are summarized in
Fig. 3, giving the radial distribution of vθ and vr for
different times and z positions. The solid lines in Fig. 3
represent the normalized radial distribution of the square
root of the continuum emission averaged over 5522  4 Å.
For the relevant T e range (7–13 eV), it is nearly proportional to the electron density [48]. We emphasize that
data for each time (vθ radial distribution, vr , and the
radial distribution of continuum intensity, represented
by the same color) are obtained in a single shot. The
typical minimum detectable value for vθ , determined
by the spectral dispersion and signal-to-noise ratio, is
≈ 0.5 × 104 m=s.
Comparing the vθ and vr values presented in Fig. 3
shows that the ratio between the rotation (Erot ) and
implosion (Eimpl ) kinetic energies varies significantly in
time and in the r and z position, e.g., at z ¼ 1 and t ≤
−37 ns Erot < 0.1 × Eimpl , while at z ¼ 9 and t ¼
−134 ns Erot ≥ Eimpl .
To understand the significance of the centrifugal force
for the implosion dynamics, we estimate the different terms
of the equation of motion (radial component):

FIG. 3. Radial distribution of vθ for different times and z
positions (z ¼ 0 is the anode surface). The corresponding open
symbols are the vr values measured at the radial position of O V.
The red, blue, and green lines represent the radial distribution of
the square root of the continuum intensity (which is proportional
to ne ) at different times and z positions, scaled to unity.
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where p ¼ ½1 þ ð1=Z̄Þne kB T e is the thermal pressure and
ρ is the plasma mass density. For the estimation, we use
the measured values at the radial position r ¼ 9.8 mm
of the O V emission at z ¼ 9 mm, and t ¼ −134 ns, of
vθ ¼ 4.8 × 104 m=s, I ¼ 150 kA, ne ¼ 8 × 1023 m−3 , and
T e ¼ 9 eV. Bθ ¼ ðμ0 I=2πrÞ is calculated assuming all the
current measured by the B-dot probe flows within the
plasma outer radius (as confirmed by Bθ measurements).
Bz ¼ Bz0 ðR0 =rÞ2 is calculated assuming ideal Bz flux
conservation (also confirmed by Bz measurements). Δr ≈
2 mm is the length scale of a significant change in the
magnitude of Bθ , Bz , and p. It is estimated using the Bθ
measurements and the radial distribution of the continuum
emission (see Fig. 3). The resultant force density for each
term of Eq. (1) is f T ≈ ðp=ΔrÞ ¼ 0.7  0.2 × 109 N=m3 ,
f Bθ ¼ ð1=μ0 Þ½12 ðB2θ =ΔrÞ þ ðB2θ =rÞ ¼ 3.6  0.8 × 109 N=m3 ,
f Bz ≈ ðB2z =2μ0 ΔrÞ ¼ 0.2  0.05 × 109 N=m3 , and f C ¼
ρðv2θ =rÞ ¼ 1.5  0.4 × 109 N=m3 . It is seen that f C is
the dominant outward acting force, i.e., f C > f Bz þ f T .
It is also ≈ 50% of the compressing force f Bθ . Estimates for
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FIG. 5. Schematic of the plasma, electrodes, velocities, and
poloidal B field configuration at (a) t ≈ −300 ns and (b) t ≈
−80 ns. ω ¼ vθ =r is the rotation angular velocity and B ¼ Bz ẑ þ
Br r̂ is the magnetic field.
FIG. 4. The evolution of vθ (with dashed lines as a guide to
the eye) as measured at the radial position of O V (see Fig. 3)
as a function of time for different axial positions z. Near the
cathode (z ¼ 9) the rotation slows, while near the anode
(z ¼ 1) it speeds up.

other times and z positions also show that the centrifugal
force plays a significant role in the plasma dynamics during
the implosion (f C ≈ 15%–30% of f Bθ ).
The rotation might affect the plasma dynamics by
mitigating the magneto-Rayleigh-Taylor and magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) instabilities, either by affecting the
effective acceleration direction of the Z pinch [49–52] or by
phase mixing of an instability perturbation due to the
nonuniform angular velocity distribution [53,54]. Indeed,
in almost all Z-pinch experiments with preembedded Bz ,
significant instability mitigation was observed during the
implosion and stagnation [3,4,6,7,12,13,16,55,56]. It is a
common assumption that the observed stabilization is
solely due to the radial bending of the Bz -field lines
[57]. However, it is possible that also a self-generated
rotation, such as observed here, is partially responsible for
the stabilization. For example, adopting the stabilization
condition for the kink instability given in [53] due to the
sheared plasma velocity, and applying it to our experiment
accounting for the nonuniform ω, yields the condition
rðΔω=ΔrÞ > 107 s−1 (see the Supplemental Material [45]).
From the vθ distribution at z ¼ 5 mm and t ¼ −28 ns
(Fig. 3), we obtain rðΔω=ΔrÞ ≈ 7 × 106 s−1 , which is close
to the condition for stabilization.
Figure 3 shows several trends in the evolution of vθ .
Early in the implosion, the plasma rotates fast near the
cathode. The implosion then progresses, with axial asymmetry, as the plasma reaches a smaller radius near the
cathode. As demonstrated in Fig. 4, simultaneously, the
rotation near the cathode slows down, while the rotation
near the anode speeds up, reducing the difference between
the rotation speeds at the different parts of the plasma.
This unintuitive evolution of the rotation at different
axial positions likely results from the fact that plasma lying
on the same magnetic surface tends to rotate at the same
frequency [58], as outlined in Ferraro’s isorotation theorem
[36,59,60] for a steady-state, axisymmetric, magnetized
plasma obeying MHD dynamics:

∇ω · B ¼ 0;

ð2Þ

where ω is the angular rotation frequency and B is the
magnetic field.
Because the magnetic surfaces bend in from large radius
at the anode to small radius near the cathode [Fig. 5(b)],
isorotation of these surfaces will result in higher rotation
velocity near the anode than near the cathode. The trends
shown in Fig. 4 are thus consistent with the tendency
toward isorotation. As we show in the Supplemental
Material [45], the early time gradient of the axial rotation
twists the magnetic field lines, creating a torque that tends
to push the plasma toward isorotation. This mechanism is
sufficient to approach isorotation when the axial magnetic
field is large enough for a shear Alfvén wave to propagate
across the anode-cathode gap over the implosion time.
The initial rotation of the plasma cannot be understood
only based on MHD, since it depends on the initial current
breakdown that is determined by the electrode geometry
and initial gas distribution. While the anode is a flat surface
over large and small radius, the “knife edge” round cathode
is located at large radius. Thus, we expect the current to
develop a radial component near the cathode, which
increases close to the cathode [Fig. 5(a)]. This radial
current combines with the Bz to produce a j × B force
in the vθ direction (note that by our convention, the
coordinate system ðr; z; θÞ is right-handed). The torque
due to the j × B force initiates rotation near the cathode and
causes a faster rotation at radii with lower plasma density
(thus with lower inertia) at the outer edge of the plasma, as
observed (see Fig. 3 for z ¼ 9 mm).
In summary, novel spectroscopic measurements in an
imploding Z pinch with an embedded axial magnetic field
demonstrated self-generated plasma rotation in Z pinches,
with two unusual features, observed here for the first time:
(i) the rotation velocity is comparable to the implosion
velocity; and (ii) the plasma rotation velocity profile is
strikingly consistent with isorotation of the magnetic
surfaces, a particularly remarkable feature in an imploding
system.
The fact that the rotation velocities are comparable to the
implosion velocities means that the associated centrifugal
forces have a significant influence on the force and energy
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balance. Moreover, the large shear in the rotation suggests
that it might exert a stabilizing effect on plasma instabilities, an effect consistent with observations in other
rotating plasma experiments, e.g., [39,51]. These observations are of particular importance for the understanding
of the implosion dynamics in magnetized Z-pinch configurations designed for fusion purposes or for radiation
sources [19].
Moreover, the fact that the rotation is consistent with
isorotation now stimulates measurements, in greater detail
than provided here, to identify the precise extent of any
deviations from isorotation. The magnetized Z pinch, since
it is a time-varying plasma that should exhibit deviations, is
now identified as a perfect system for studying these
deviations. This would then have far reaching applicability
in understanding naturally occurring rotating plasma phenomena that are ubiquitous, for example, in astrophysical
systems, but hard to diagnose. In particular, the observed
rotation transport and magnetic geometry bear marked
similarity to the magnetocentrifugal wind model of stellar
accretion disk collapse [32–35], where isorotation leads to
angular momentum transport outward along the flux
surfaces, allowing the disk to collapse and the star to
form. While the connection to accretion disk physics is
speculative at this stage, it does suggest that study of
rotation in laboratory Z pinches might shed light on rotating
systems for which the set of detailed measurements as
performed here would be impossible.
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